
Tripod Floor Stand for Tablets

StarTech ID: STNDTBLT1A5T

Deliver your presentations, using your tablet as a visual aid, without the disruption or distraction of having to
hold your tablet. This tablet-mount tripod stand is perfect for presenting in front of a group, on stage or as part
of a product display. Simply put your Apple iPad, Samsung Galaxy® or other tablet into the tablet mount, adjust
the height and viewing angle, and you’re ready for show time.
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Use your tablet like a teleprompter

For your presentations to have maximum impact, you need to eliminate distractions so that you can focus on
your audience and the content you’re delivering. This convenient tripod holds your tablet in place at a
comfortable height, so you don’t have to. You can use your tablet as a visual cue, without having to hold it or
repeatedly look down at it while you’re speaking to an audience.

The tablet-mount tripod stand is perfect for the boardroom, portable displays, sales training, music studios,
concerts, classrooms and many other applications, with no need for a podium. Since the height of the stand is
easy to adjust - from 74.5 cm (29.3 in.) to 157.5 cm (62 in.) - you can use it while you’re sitting or standing,
depending on what’s comfortable for you. You can even use it to shoot video or photos with a steady hand.

Use your tablet to present on the big screen

With the tripod floor stand, you can also use your tablet to deliver powerful presentations to larger audiences. By
connecting your tablet to a mirroring device, you can wirelessly present from your tablet, mirroring your tablet to
the room’s projector or large display. With the tablet securely in place on the tripod stand, your hands are free to
navigate through your presentation or point to the big screen.

Adjust your tablet to a comfortable viewing angle

You can rotate the tablet mount 360 degrees. Change your tablet to a landscape or portrait position, without
moving it from the mount. You can also tilt the screen to your preferred viewing angle, and change it easily with
one touch.

The universal tablet mount fits tablets ranging in size from 7 in. to 11 in. It’s also detachable, with quick-swap
attachments that let you remove the tablet from the stand and place it back in at any time.

Professional and portable

The tablet tripod folds up easily and comes in a handy carrying bag for portability.

Setup is easy with virtually no assembly required - just extend the collapsible tripod stand to the height you
need, lock it in place, and mount your iPad or other tablet.

The STNDTBLT1A5T is backed by a 2-year StarTech.com warranty and free lifetime technical support.
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Applications

Use your tablet to help you deliver seamless presentations, with no need for a podium
Integrate your tablet into a portable display
Collapsible design offers a highly portable solution for mobile professionals
Read sheet music from your tablet screen more comfortably
Shoot steady video or photos from your tablet

Features

Use your tablet in presentations or product displays with this tripod floor stand
Universal tablet mount fits most tablets from 7" to 11”
Height adjustable from 74.5 cm (29.3 in.) to 157.5 cm (62 in.)
360 degree head rotation, for portrait or landscape screen position
Tilts easily to your preferred viewing angle
Collapsible tablet stand with carrying bag for easy portability
Detachable universal tablet mount
Virtually no assembly required
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Technical Specifications

Warranty 2 Years
# of displays supported 1
Mounting Options Stand
Display Rotation 360°
Height Adjustment Yes
Maximum Display Size 11"
Maximum Height Extension 62 in [1575 mm]
Minimum Height Extension 29.3 in [745 mm]
Pan 360°
Tilt 280°
Weight Capacity 35.3 oz [1000 g]
Shipping (Package) Weight 5.1 lb [2.3 kg]
Included in Package 1 - tablet holder
Included in Package 1 - tripod stand with extension pole
Included in Package 1 - carrying bag
Included in Package 1 - quick install guide

Certifications, Reports and Compatibility
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